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Abstract—Topic modelling, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA), was proposed to generate statistical models to represent
multiple topics in a collection of documents, which has been
widely utilized in the fields of machine learning and information
retrieval, etc. But its effectiveness in information filtering is rarely
known. Patterns are always thought to be more representative
than single terms for representing documents. In this paper, a
novel information filtering model, Pattern-based Topic Model
(PBTM) , is proposed to represent the text documents not only
using the topic distributions at general level but also using
semantic pattern representations at detailed specific level, both
of which contribute to the accurate document representation
and document relevance ranking. Extensive experiments are
conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of PBTM by using the
TREC data collection Reuters Corpus Volume 1. The results show
that the proposed model achieves outstanding performance.
Index Terms—Topic models, user modelling, pattern mining,
closed pattern, information filtering
I. INTRODUCTION
Information filtering (IF) is a system to remove redundant
or unwanted information from an information or document
stream based on document representations which represent
users’ interest. Traditional IF models were developed based
on a term-based approach, whose advantage is efficient com-
putational performance, as well as mature theories for term
weighting, like Rocchio, BM25, et al [1], [2]. But term-
based document representation suffers from the problems of
polysemy and synonymy. To overcome the limitations of term-
based approaches, pattern mining based techniques have been
used for information filtering and achieved some improve-
ments on effectiveness [3], [4], since patterns carry more
semantic meaning than terms. Also, data mining has developed
some techniques (i.e., maximal patterns, closed patterns and
master patterns) for removing the redundant and noisy patterns
[5]–[8]. One of the promising techniques is Pattern Taxonomy
Model (PTM) [9] that discovered closed sequential patterns
in text classification. It shows a certain extent improvement
on effectiveness, but still faces one challenging issue which
is low frequency of the patterns appearing in documents. In
order to solve this problem, Wu et.al [10], [11] proposed
deploying pattern approach to weight terms by calculating
their appearance in discovered patterns.
All these data mining and text mining techniques hold the
assumption that user’s interest is only related to a single topic.
However, the reality is that multiple semantic topics [12]
are involved. Topic modelling [13], [14] has become one of
the most popular probabilistic text modelling techniques and
quickly been accepted by machine learning and text mining
communities. The most inspiring contribution of topic mod-
elling is that it automatically classifies documents in a collec-
tion by a number of topics and represents every document with
multiple topics and their corresponding distribution. Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [14] is the most effective topic
modelling, which has been applied to information retrieval
and other application domains and achieved good performance
[13], [15]. It is reasonable to expect that applying LDA to
IF could make a breakthrough for current IF models due to
two advantages of LDA: first, the topic based representation
generated by using LDA conquers the problem of semantic
confusion compared with the traditional term based document
representation. Second, LDA can describe documents at a
detailed level with multiple topics instead of a single topic
in traditional IF. However, directly applying LDA to IF using
topic distributions to represent documents cannot produce sat-
isfactory results due to limited dimensions (i.e., a pre-specified
number of topics) in the topic representation, meanwhile,
word based topic representation lacks distinguished semantic
meaning.
Considering the benefits from data mining, our previous
work, called two-stage LDA model, has been proposed in
[16] which alleviates the problem of semantic ambiguous
topics in LDA by providing a promising way to meaningfully
represent topics by patterns rather than single words. However,
the pattern-based topic representation generated from the two-
stage model represents the collection (of documents) by topics
at a high level rather than individual documents. It still remains
unsolved that how to utilize the pattern-based topic modelling
for document representation. In this paper, we propose a new
model called Pattern-based Topic Model (PBTM) to generate
document models by using more semantic features based on
the pattern based topic representations, and rank the relevance
of documents based on user’s information needs.
Experiments on evaluating the performance of the proposed
PBTM and some baseline models have been conducted on
a popular benchmark data collection. The results strongly
indicate the outstanding the effectiveness of the proposed
model. In Section II, we discuss related work about the state-
of-art IF models. Section IV and V presents the details of
our proposed model. Then, we describe data sets, baseline
models and experimental results in Section VI. According
to the results, we discuss the conclusion and future work in
Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
IF systems acquire user information needs from ”user
profiles”. IF systems are commonly personalized to support
long-term information needs of a particular user or a group
of users with similar needs [17]. In IF process, the primary
objective is to perform a mapping from a space of incoming
documents to a space of user relevant documents. More
precisely, denoting the space of incoming documents as D, the
mapping rank : D → R such that rank(d) corresponds to the
relevance of a document d. The relevance of document can be
modelled by various approaches that primarily include term-
based model, pattern-based model [10], [11], probabilistic
model [18], [19] and language model [20], [21].
Data mining techniques were applied to text mining and
classification by using word sequences as descriptive phrases
(n-Gram) from document collections [22], [23]. But the per-
formance of n-Gram is highly restricted due to low frequency
of phrases. Pattern mining has been extensively studied for
many years. A variety of efficient algorithms such as Apriori,
PrefixSpan, and FP-tree have been proposed and extensively
developed for mining frequent patterns more efficiently. But
Normally, the number of returned patterns is huge because that
if a pattern is frequent, each of its sub-patterns is frequent too.
Thus, selecting reliable patterns [8] is always very crucial.
The LDA-based document models [13], [21], [24] are state-
of-art topic modelling approaches. Information retrieval sys-
tems based on these models achieved good performance. The
authors claimed the retrieval performance achieved by [13]
not only because of the multiple topics document model, but
also because that each topic in the topic model is represented
by a group of semantically similar words, which solve the
synonymy problem of single words. The relevant documents
are determined by user-specific topic model that has been
extracted from user information needs [25]. These topic model
based applications are all related to long-term user needs
extraction and related to the task of this paper. But, there is a
lack of explicit discrimination in most of the language models
based approaches [26] and probabilistic topic models.
III. LATENT DIRICHLET ALLOCATION
Topic modelling algorithms are used to discover a set of
hidden topics from collections of documents, where a topic is a
distribution over terms. Topic models provide an interpretable
low-dimensional representation of documents.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [14] is a typical statistical
topic modelling technique and the most common topic mod-
elling tool currently in use. It can discover the hidden topics
in collections of documents with the appearing words. Let
D = {d1, d2, · · · , dM} be a collection of documents. The total
number of documents in the collection is M. The idea behind
LDA is that every document is considered involving multiple
topics and each topic can be defined as a distribution over
fixed vocabulary of terms that appear in documents. Specifi-
cally, LDA models a document as a probabilistic mixture of
topics and treats each topic as a probability distribution over
words. For the ith word in document d, denoted as wd,i, the
probability of wd,i, P (wd,i) is defined as:
P (wd,i) =
V∑
j=1
P (wd,i|zd,i = Zj)× P (zd,i = Zj) (1)
zd,i is the topic assignment for wd,i, zd,i = Zj means that the
word wd,i is assigned to topic j and the V represents the total
number of topics. Let φj be the multinomial distribution over
words for Zj , φj = (ϕj,1, ϕj,2, · · · , ϕj,n),
∑n
k=1 ϕj,k = 1.
θd refers to multinomial distribution over topics in document
d. θd = (ϑd,1, ϑd,2, · · · , ϑd,V ),
∑V
j=1 ϑd,j = 1. ϑd,j indicates
the proportion of topic j in document d. LDA is a generative
model in which the only observed variable is wd,i, while the
others are all latent variables that need to be estimated. Blei,
et al. [14] introduce Dirichlet to the posterior probability φj
and θd, which optimize the distributions.
Among many available algorithms for estimating hidden
variables, the Gibbs sampling method is a very effective
strategy for parameter estimation [27] that is used in this paper.
After a sufficient number of sampling iterations, the estimated
φˆj and θˆd of word-topic distribution and topic-document
distribution can be obtained. The resulting representations of
LDA are at two levels, collection level and document level.
At document level, each document di is represented by topic
distribution θdi . At collection level, D is represented by a
set of topics each of which is represented by a probability
distribution over words, φj for topic j. Overall, we have
Φ = {φ1, φ2, · · · , φV } for all topics. Based on the distribution
of Φ for the whole collection, D can be represented by topics
distribution, θD = (ϑD,1, ϑD,2, · · · , ϑD,V ), ϑD,j indicates the
proportion of topic j in the collection D.
Apart from these two level outcomes, LDA also gener-
ates word-topic assignment, that is, the word occurrence is
considered related to the topics by LDA. Take a simple
example and let D = {d1, d2, d3, d4} be a small collection
of four documents with 12 words appearing in the documents.
Assuming the documents in D involve 3 topics, Z1, Z2 and
Z3. Table I illustrates topic distribution over documents and
word-topic assignments in this small collection.
IV. PATTERN BASED TOPIC MODEL
Pattern based representations are considered more meaning-
ful and more accurate to represent topics. Moreover, pattern
based representations contain structural information which can
reveal the association between terms. In order to discover se-
mantically meaningful and efficient patterns to represent topics
and documents, two steps are proposed: firstly, construct a new
transactional dataset from the LDA outcomes of the document
collection D; secondly, generate pattern based representations
from the transactional dataset to represent user needs of the
collection D.
TABLE I
EXAMPLE RESULTS OF LDA: WORD-TOPIC ASSIGNMENTS
Topic Z1 Z2 Z3
Document ϑd,1 words ϑd,2 words ϑd,3 words
d1 0.6 w1, w2, w3, w2, w1 0.2 w1, w9, w8 0.2 w7, w10, w10
d2 0.2 w2, w4, w4 0.5 w7, w8, w1, w8, w8 0.3 w1, w11, w12
d3 0.3 w2, w1, w7, w5 0.3 w7, w3, w3, w2 0.4 w4, w7, w10, w11
d4 0.3 w2, w7, w6 0.4 w9, w8, w1 0.3 w1, w11, w10
TABLE III
THE FREQUENT PATTERNS FOR Z2 , σ = 2
Patterns supp
{w1} , {w8} , {w1, w8} 3
{w9} , {w7} {w8, w9} , {w1, w9} , {w1, w8, w9} 2
A. Construct Transactional Dataset
Let Rdi,Zj represent the word-topic assignment to topic Zj
in document di. Rdi,Zj is a sequence of words assigned to
topic Zj . For the example illustrated in Table I, for topic
Z1 in document d1, Rd1,Z1 = 〈w1, w2, w3, w2, w1〉. We
construct a set of words from each word-topic assignment
Rdi,Zj instead of using the sequence of words in Rdi,Zj ,
because for pattern mining, the frequency of a word within a
transaction is insignificant. Let Iij be a set of words which
occur in Rdi,Zj , Iij =
{
w|w ∈ Rdi,Zj
}
, i.e., Iij contains
the words which are in document di and assigned to topic
Zj by LDA. Iij , called a topical document transaction, is a
set of words without any duplicates. From all the word-topic
assignments Rdi,Zj to Zj , we can construct a transactional
dataset Γj . Let D = {d1, · · · , dM} be the original document
collection, the transactional dataset Γj for topic Zj is defined
as Γj = {I1j , I2j , · · · , IMj}. For the topics in D, we can
construct V transactional datasets. An example of transactional
datasets is illustrated in Table II, which is generated from the
example in Table I.
B. Generate Pattern based Representation
The basic idea of the proposed pattern based method is
to use patterns generated from each transactional dataset Γj
to represent Zj . In the two-stage topic model [16], frequent
patterns are generated in this step. For a given minimal support
threshold σ, an itemset X in Γj is frequent if supp(X) >= σ,
where supp(X) is the support of X which is the number of
transactions in Γj that contain X. Take Γ2 as an example,
which is the transactional dataset for Z2. For a minimal
support threshold σ = 2, all frequent patterns generated from
Γ2 are given in Table III.
V. THE PROPOSED IF MODEL
Representations generated by pattern based LDA carry
more concrete and identifiable meaning than the word based
representations generated using original LDA. However, the
number of patterns in some of the topics can be huge and
many of the patterns are not discriminative enough to represent
different topics. As a result, documents are hardly accurately
represented by these topic representations. That means, these
pattern based topic representations which represent user inter-
ests may be not sufficient or accurate enough to be directly
used to determine the relevance of new documents to the
user interests. In this section, a novel IF model based on
PBTM is proposed which, instead of directly using the pattern
based topic representations, utilizes some semantic patterns
including frequent patterns or frequent closed patterns to filter
out irrelevant documents.
A. Structural Pattern
For a collection of documents D, by using the pattern
based model discussed in Section IV, we can generate the
user’s interests U = {XZ1 ,XZ2 , · · · ,XZV }, and XZi =
{Xi1, Xi2, · · · , Ximi}, where XZi is the pattern based rep-
resentations for Zi and mi is the total number of patterns in
XZi , V is the total number of topics.
Normally, the number of frequent patterns is considerable
large and many of them are not necessarily useful. Several con-
cise patterns have been proposed to represent useful patterns
generated from a large dataset instead of frequent patterns such
as maximal patterns [5] and closed patterns [6]. The number of
these concise patterns is significantly smaller than the number
of frequent patterns for a dataset. Especially, closed pattern
has drawn great attention due to its attractive features [7], [8].
Definition 1. Closed Itemset: for a transactional dataset, an
itemset X is a closed itemset if there exists no itemset X ′
such that (1) X ⊂ X ′, (2) supp(X) = supp(X ′).
Closed pattern reveals the relations of the largest range of
the associated terms. It covers all information that its subsets
describe. Closed patterns are more effective and efficient to
represent topics than frequent patterns.
Definition 2. Generator: for a transactional dataset Γ, let
X be a closed itemset and T (X) consists of all transactions
in Γ that contain X , an itemset g is said a generator of X iff
g ⊂ X,T (g) = T (X) and supp(X) = supp(g). A generator
g of X is said a minimal generator of X if 6∃ g′ ⊂ g and g′
is a generator of X .
One useful property to be used in the proposed model is
pattern taxonomy. Among a set of patterns, usually pattern
taxonomy exists. For example, Fig. 1 depicts the taxonomy
TABLE II
TRANSACTIONAL DATASETS GENERATED FROM TABLE I
transaction topic document transaction topic document transaction topic document
transaction transaction transaction
1 {w1, w2, w3} 1 {w1, w8, w9} 1 {w7, w10}
2 {w2, w4} 2 {w1, w7, w8} 2 {w1, w11, w12}
3 {w1, w2, w5, w7} 3 {w2, w3, w7} 3 {w4, w7, w10, w11}
4 {w2, w6, w7} 4 {w1, w8, w9} 4 {w1, w11, w10}
Γ1 Γ2 Γ3
Fig. 1. Pattern Taxonomy in Z2
constructed for XZ2 in Table III. This tree-like structure
demonstrates the subsumtion relationship between discovered
patterns in Z2. {w1, w8, w9} is the most specific pattern
in describing user’s interests since longer pattern has more
specific meaning, while single word, such as w1 is the most
general pattern which is less capable of discriminating the
meaning of the topic from other topics than {w1, w8, w9}. The
pattern taxonomy presents different specificities of patterns
according to the levels in the taxonomy structure.
As mentioned in pattern taxonomy, the longer the pattern is,
the more specific it is. As the result, the specificity of a pattern
can be estimated as a function of pattern length. For example,
the single word ’mining’ usually represents the ’-ing’ form of
’mine’ and it has a general meaning indicating any kind of
’prospecting’, whereas ’pattern mining’ represents a specific
technique in data mining. ”Closed pattern mining” is even
more specific but still in the same technique area. Generally,
the specificity is not necessarily linearly increasing as the
pattern size increases. Based on our experimental results, the
increase of specificity of a pattern should be slower than the
increase of the pattern size. Therefore, we define the pattern
specificity as below.
Definition 3. Pattern specificity: The specificity of a pattern
X is defined as a power function of the pattern length with the
exponent less than 1, denoted as spe(X), spe(X) = a|X|m,
a and m are constant real numbers and 0 < m < 1.
B. Document Modelling and Ranking in PBTM
This section presents our novel IF model PBTM, which
is based on pattern based LDA. The model consists of two
parts, training part to generate user interests from a collection
of training documents (i.e., document modelling) and filtering
part to determine the relevance of incoming documents based
on the user information interests generated in training part
(i.e., document ranking).
1) Topic based User Interest Models: By using the methods
described in Section IV, for a document collection D and
V pre-specified latent topics, from the results of LDA to D,
V transactional datasets, Γ1, · · · ,ΓV can be generated from
which the pattern based topic representations for the collection,
U = {XZ1 ,XZ2 , · · · ,XZV }, can be generated, each XZi =
{Xi1, Xi2, · · · , Ximi} is a set of frequent patterns generated
from transactional dataset Γi. U is considered the user interest
model, the patterns in each XZi represent what the user is
interested in terms of topic Zi. Moreover, assume that there
are ni closed patterns in XZi , which are ci1, · · · , cini , and their
corresponding support are fi1, · · · , fini , respectively.
2) Topic based Relevance Ranking: According to the lit-
erature in Section III, the principle of topic modelling is
that user interests or documents are generally represented by
topic distribution. But it only represents collection at general
level. Therefore, the topic distribution based models cannot
represent the collection at semantic level and thus are not be
able to distinguish documents which have different semantic
focuses. The innovative idea of the proposed model is that, in
addition to using topic distribution to represent a collection, the
proposed model also represents topics using semantic patterns.
We choose two widely used patterns, frequent patterns and
closed patterns to represent topics and the pattern support is
used to represent topic relevance.
• Frequent pattern based topic model denoted as PBTM FP
• Closed pattern based topic model denoted as PBTM FCP
For a new coming document d, the basic idea to determine
the relevance of d to the user interests is firstly to identify
patterns in d which match some patterns in the user interest
model and then estimate the relevance of d by using the
support of these patterns and the specificity of the patterns.
In order to describe the method, we define the concept of
topic significance of a topic to a document.
Definition 4. Topic Significance: Let d be a document,
Zj be a topic in the user interest model, PAdjk be matched
patterns,k = 1, · · · , nj , to document d, and fj1, · · · , fjnj be
the corresponding supports of the matched patterns within Zj ,
the topic significance of Zj to d is defined as:
sig (Zj , d) =
nj∑
k=1
spe
(
PAdjk
)×fjk = nj∑
k=1
|PAdjk|m×fjk (2)
where m is the scale of pattern specificity, we set m = 0.5, a
is a constant real number, in this paper, we set a = 1.
For a collection of documents D, the user’s interests can be
represented by the patterns in the topics of D. Furthermore, as
discussed in Section III, θD represents the topic distribution
of D. Therefore, θD can be used to represent the user’s topic
interest distribution. θD is topic distribution over a collection
documents D, θD = (ϑD,1, ϑD,2, · · · , ϑD,V ),
∑V
j=1 ϑD,j = 1,
V is the number of topics. The user’s topic interest distribution
can be represented by the collection topic distribution, which
is modelled by distribution of topics, which differentiates the
degree of topics representing multiple aspects of user interests.
For an incoming document d, we propose to estimate
the relevance of d to the user interest based on the topics
significance and topics distribution which represents the user’s
interest to the topic. The document relevance is estimated
using the following equation:
rank(d) =
V∑
j=1
sig(Zj , d)× ϑD,j (3)
By incorporating Equation (3), the relevance of d can be
estimated by the following equation:
rank(d) =
V∑
j=1
nj∑
k=1
|PAdjk|m×fjk × ϑD,j (4)
The higher the rank(d) is, the more likely the document is
relevant to the user’s interest.
VI. EVALUATION
The main hypothesis proposed in this paper is that user in-
formation needs involve multiple topics, document modelling
by taking multiple topics into consideration can generate more
accurate user information needs. To verify this hypothesis,
experiments and evaluation have been conducted. This section
discusses the experiments and evaluation in terms of data
collection, baseline models, measures and results. The results
show that, the proposed topic based PBTM model significantly
outperforms the state-of-the-art models in terms of effective-
ness.
A. Data
In Reuters Corpus Volume 1 (RCV1), there are a total
of 806,791 documents that cover a variety of topics and a
large amount of information. 100 collections of documents
were developed for TREC filtering track. In TREC track, a
collection is also referred to as a ’topic’. In this paper, to
differentiate from the ’topic’ in LDA model, ’collection’ is
used to refer to a collection of documents in the TREC dataset.
The first 50 collections are composed by human assessors
and the another 50 collections are constructed artificially
from intersections collections. In this paper, only the first
50 collections are used for experiments. For each collection,
some documents in RCV1 are divided into a training set and
a testing set. According to Buckley and others [28], the 100
collections are stable and enough for high quality experiments.
This research uses RCV1 and the 50 assessor collections to
evaluate the proposed model. Documents in RCV1 are marked
in XML. The ’title’ and ’text’ of the documents are used by
all the models in the experiments.
B. Measures
The effectiveness is assessed by five different measures:
average precision of the top K (K = 20) documents,
Fβ(β = 1) measure, Mean Average Precision (MAP), break-
even point (b/p) and Interpolated Average Precision (IAP) on
11-points. F1 is a criterion that assesses the effect involving
both precision (p) and recall (r),which is defined as F1 = 2prp+r .
The larger the top20, MAP, b/p or F1 measure score is, the
better the system performs. The 11 points measure is the
precisions at 11 standard recall levels (i.e., recall = 0, 0.1,· · ·,
1).
The experiments tested cross the 50 collections of indepen-
dent datasets, which satisfy the generalized cross-validation
for statistical estimation model.
C. Baseline Models and Setting
The experiments are conducted extensively to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed PBTM model, which includes
PBTM FP and PBTM FCP. The evaluations are conducted
in terms of two technical categories: pattern mining methods
and topic modelling methods. For each category, some state
of the art methods are chosen as the baseline models. The
proposed model PBTM is a topic modelling method. For the
topic modelling category, the classical LDA method is chosen
as the baseline. In addition, we also proposed another topic
modelling methods using words (LDA word) to represent
user interests to compare with the proposed model PBTM.
For the pattern mining category, the baseline models include
frequent closed itemsets (FCP), frequent sequential closed
pattern (PTM) and phrases (n-Gram).
1) Pattern based category:
• FCP
Frequent closed patterns can more effectively cover the se-
mantics of given dataset than frequent patterns. Moreover, the
number of closed patterns is much smaller than that of frequent
patterns. Therefore, closed pattern based representation can
effectively reduce the size of frequent pattern based represen-
tations.
• PTM
The PTM model is the state-of-art pattern based model. It was
developed to discover sequential closed patterns from training
dataset and ranks the incoming document in filtering stage
with the relative supports of discovered patterns that appear in
the document.
In PTM model, every document in training dataset (D)
is split in paragraphs which are the transactions for pattern
mining. Readers who are interested in the details about PTM
are referred to [9] and [11].
• n-Gram
Most researches on phrases in modelling documents have
employed an independent collocation discovery module. In
this way, a phrase with independent statistics can be indexed
exactly as an word based representation. In our experiments,
phrases are utilized to represent information needs that are
discovered by n-Gram model where n = 3.
The minimum support or frequency in pattern-based models,
including phrases, sequential closed patterns and frequent
closed patterns, is set to 0.2.
2) Topic modelling based category:
• LDA
The baseline LDA [14] classification model directly uses the
topic distribution as document representation or user interests.
For each of the training document di, a topic distribution
θi can be generated by LDA, i.e., from the training dataset
which contains n documents, a set of topic distributions,
Q(θ) = {θ1, θ2, · · · , θn} can be obtained. In the filtering
stage, for every incoming documnent d, we caculate the
Kullback-Leibler distance [29] between the topic distribution
θd = (θd1, · · · , θdV ), and each θi = (θi1, · · · , θiV ) of the topic
distributions in Q(θ), defined as KL(d, i) =
∑V
j=1 θd,j ln
θdj
θij
,
then choose the smallest KL(d, i) as the distance between d
and the user’s interests, as defined in Equation (5) below:
dis(d) = minni=1(KL(d, i)) = min
n
i=1
 V∑
j=1
θdj ln
θdj
θij

(5)
The smaller the distance dis(d) is, the more likely the
document d is relevant to user’s interests.
• LDA word
Words associated with different topics are used to represent
user interest needs and word frequency is used to represent
topic relevance. The document relevance is calculated by
Equation (4). But the specificities of these words equal to 1.
3) Settings: The parameters for both LDA and PBTM are
set as follows: the number of iterations of Gibbs sampling is
1000, the hyper-parameters of LDA α = 50/V, β = 0.01. Our
experience shows that filtering results are not very sensitive
to the settings of these parameters. But the number of topics
V affects the results depending on various data collections. In
this paper, V is set to 10.
In the process of generating pattern based topic represen-
tations, the relative minimum support σrel for every topic in
each collection is different, because the number of positive
documents in collections of RCV1 are very different. In order
to ensure enough transactions from positive documents to
generate accurate patterns for representing user needs, the
TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF ALL MODELS OVER ALL ASSESSING COLLECTIONS OF
RCV1
Methods top20 b/p MAP F1
PBTM FCP 0.494 0.420 0.424 0.424
PBTM FP 0.47 0.402 0.428 0.424
LDA word 0.447 0.410 0.415 0.423
LDA 0.337 0.295 0.308 0.339
change% +5.1 +4.5 +3.1 +0.23
PTM 0.406 0.353 0.364 0.390
n-Gram 0.401 0.342 0.361 0.386
FCP 0.428 0.346 0.361 0.385
change% +15.4 +19.0 +16.5 +8.7
Fig. 2. Comparison between the proposed method and baseline models
minimum support σrel is set as follows :
σrel =

1 n ≤ 2
max(2/n, 0.3) 2 < n ≤ 10
max(3/n, 0.3) 10 < n ≤ 13
max(4/n, 0.3) 13 < n ≤ 20
0.3 otherwise.
(6)
where n is the number of transactions from relevant documents
in each transactional database.
D. Results
PBTM FCP and PBTM FP are compared with all the
baseline models mentioned above, using the 50 human as-
sessed collections. The results evaluated using the measures
in Section VI-B. The results are shown in TABLE IV. There
are two sections in the table. The top section provides the
results of the topic modelling based models and the bottom
section provides results for pattern based models. For each
section, the change percentage of the proposed model against
the best performance for each measure is given in the line
labelled with ’change%’.
1) PBTM vs topic-based models: From the top part of Table
IV, we can see that, directly using topic distribution from LDA
produces disappointing results (i.e., the bottom line in the top
part) that are even worse than any other baseline models. The
hurting performance of LDA indicates that topic distributions
cannot be simply adopted to represent the user’s information
needs which actually require specific features.
For topic-based models, models with topic based rele-
vance ranking achieves much better performance. Especially,
PBTM FCP outperforms the other models on top20 and
b/p, while PBTM FP performs the best on MAP , and they
perform the same on F1. For this category, we can see that
PBTM FCP outperforms LDA word with a change percent-
age of 5.1% on top20 and 4.5% on b/p, while PBTM FP
outperforms LDA word with a change percentage of 3.1%
on MAP. For F1, both PBTM FCP and PBTM FP outperform
LDA word by a change percentage of 0.23%.
2) PBTM vs Pattern-based Models and n-Gram: We can
see that among the three baseline models, PTM outperforms
the other two models for b/p, MAP and F1, while the FCP
model performs the best for top20. The bottom line of the
pattern-based section in the table provides the percentage of
improvement achieved by PBTM FCP against PTM for b/p,
MAP and F1, and against FCP model for top20. In the pattern
based category, PBTM FCP achieves excellent performance in
improvement percentage with maximum 19.0% and minimum
8.7%, respectively.
The 11-points results of all methods are shown in Figure 2,
which clearly indicates that the proposed model (PBTM) has
achieved the best performance comparing with all the other
models. Therefore, we can conclude that the experimental
results validate the hypothesis that document modelling by
taking multiple topics into consideration can model the user
information needs more accurately.
Therefore, we conclude that the PBTM is an exciting
achievement in discovering high-quality features in text doc-
uments.
VII. DISCUSSION
As we can see from the experiment results, taking topics
into consideration in generating user interest models and also
in document relevance ranking can greatly improve the per-
formance of information filtering. The reasons for achieving
the excellent performance of PBTM is mainly because we
creatively incorporate pattern mining techniques into topic
modelling to generate pattern based topic models which can
represent user interest needs in terms of multiple topics. Most
importantly, the topic relevance reveals the specificity of topics
in detailed level, which brings concrete and precise semantics
to document relevance. Moreover, PBTM FCP in most cases
outperforms PBTM FP since that instead of using all frequent
patterns in the user interest model, the concise and quality
closed patterns are used to estimate document relevance.
As mentioned in pattern-based baseline models, the transac-
tional datasets for generating patterns usually use sentences or
paragraphs as transactions. That an itemset is frequent means it
is contained in many paragraphs. It makes sense to some extent
when the collection of documents focuses only on one topic.
In the case that multiple topics are involved in the collection,
the frequent patterns generated from the whole collection may
not be able to represent any of the topics and thus hardly to
represent the collection.
To emphasize the semantic structure of user’s interests
which involve multiple topics, PBTM constructs transactional
databases in terms of different topics. As the results, transac-
tions in the same topical transactional database share relatively
common interest. The discovered patterns from one topical
transactional dataset are more likely to represent one aspect
of user’s interests and more sensitive to get accurate and
comprehensive representations of this aspect.
PBTM consists of two parts, topic modelling and pattern
mining. For topic modelling that generates user models, the
complexity of each iteration of Gibbs sampling for LDA is
linear with the number of topics (V ) and the number of
documents (N ), i.e., O(V N) [13].
For pattern mining, no specific quantitative measure for the
complexity of pattern mining in relevant literatures. But the
efficiency of FP-Tree algorithm has been widely accepted in
the field of data mining and text mining. PBTM has the same
computational complexity as PTM or frequent closed patterns,
on the other hand, PBTM generates patterns from very small
transactional datasets comparing with the datasets used in
general data mining tasks, because the transactional datasets
used in PBTM are generated from the topic representations
produced by LDA rather than the original documents. The
topic representations containing the words which are consid-
ered representing the document topics by LDA are part of
the original documents, whereas other pattern mining models
generate patterns from the whole collection of documents.
Most importantly, PBTM model combines topic model and
pattern mining linearly. Thus in summary, the complexity
of PBTM can be determined by topic modelling or pattern
mining. In most cases, the complexity of PBTM would be the
same as pattern mining since, in general, the complexity of
pattern mining is higher than that of topic modelling.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an innovative model PBTM for infor-
mation filtering including user interest modelling and docu-
ment relevance ranking. PBTM firstly generates pattern based
topic representations to model user’s information interests
with multiple topics; then PBTM selects quality patterns for
estimating the relevance of documents. The proposed approach
incorporates the semantic topics from topic modelling and the
specificity of the representative patterns. The proposed model
has been evaluated by using RCV1 and TREC topics for the
task of information filtering. Comparing with the state-of-art
models, PBTM demonstrates excellent strength on document
modelling and relevance ranking.
The proposed new model automatically generates discrim-
inative and semantic rich representations for modelling top-
ics and documents by combining statistical topic modelling
techniques and data mining techniques. In the future, we can
select more discriminative and precise patterns for representing
topics and document relevance.
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